
MLMUG May 9, 2015 Meeting Minutes 

By Mark Bazrod, Secretary 

Maria Arguello, our President, opened the MLMUG meeting at 9 
AM at the Church of the Good Samaritan in Paoli. There were 
about 60 members and 1 visitor at the meeting.


OS SIG. Adam Rice and Ben Romney co-chaired a very 
informative question and answer session. The major items were 
as follows:


1.Handoff Phone calls from an iPhone to a MacBook Pro are 
only handed intermittently.  No one knew the reason.


2. An iMac running Yosemite often awakes from sleep when 
someone walks in the room. Again, the reason could not be 
determined.


3. There is a big improvement in boot times when an internal or 
external SSD is installed. It’s also very useful to put the most 
used apps on the SSD.


4. Tabs in a browser use up memory. Remember to close them 
out periodically.


5. A member wondered how long his  seven-year old Western 
Digital 1 TB hard drive could last. You can’t tell, but you can 
use Disk Utility to get an idea of its status. This works on 
internal drives, not external ones.


6. A member would like to create two backups simultaneously.  
This is doubtful, but one suggestion was to use a Raid O setup. 
The other suggestion was to use Superduper for one backup 
and  Carbon Copy Cloner for the other.


7. Adam has received his Apple Watch. He had put his order in 
at 3 AM. It took about a week to figure the Watch out. It is more 
like an Phone accessory, but he likes the fitness apps when he 
runs. It is water resistant, not waterproof.


General. Maria Arguello announced that we will not be holding 
our meetings in July and August, the latter because of 
construction at Good Sam. However, Dave Marra has agreed to 
do a session one night in August at the Ludington library. The 
date will be announced. Maria and Bob Barton will be giving 
two or three classes on the iPad at Ludington library on dates 
which will also be announced. Due to a lack of demand, we are 
discontinuing the Library. Many thanks to Helga Gunther for 
overseeing the operation for many years. Four books from Bob 
LeVitus will be put in the November raffle and the others will be 
put on the donation table.


We’ll continue to use the sticky labels as name tags, but if you 
want the old hard ones, please contact Jo Cobin who will make 
them for $5 each. Lastly, our annual picnic will be held on June 
13 at the Valley Creek Park on Route 29 from noon to 4 PM.


Main Presentation. Mike Inskeep, one of our members and 
owner of Gentle Computer Helpers, an independent Apple 
computer consultant, gave a superb presentation entitled 
“Make Your Mac More Secure. 
 His 72 slides will be posted on the Meetings page of our 
website.


Mike said that Mac users have already taken a major step in 
security by choosing a Mac. Between 350,000 and 400,000 
new malware applications are produced for Windows every 
day; 3-4 new malware applications are produced for Macs each 
week.




The primary security concern, even more than the identity theft, 
is that hackers will, unbeknownst to us, get control of our Macs 
and use them for nefarious purposes, including sending out 
spam, hosting child pornography, attacking websites, etc.


You cannot completely protect your computers, but you can 
make it much harder and more time-consuming for hackers. 
First, you need to have a backup plan. It can protect you 
against malware, including ransomware, by giving you the 
ability to wipe out everything on your machine, including the 
malware, and replace it with your backup files. In addition to a 
Time Machine backup, consider using an encrypted cloud 
backup service such as CrashPlan or BackBlaze.


There are three kinds of malware - trojan horses (apps which 
you have to launch), worms (self-replicating applications) and 
viruses (self-replicating additions to an application). Rootkits 
are trojans, worms or viruses that hide deep in your Mac and 
are difficult, if not impossible, to detect.


Antivirus programs don’t protect you against new malware and 
they can’t protect you against rootkits. Apple normally issues 
security patches as software updates before vulnerabilities are 
disclosed. In the rare cases in which vulnerabilities are publicly 
disclosed beforehand, Apple generally issues a patch within 
one to two weeks. That means that your exposure is limited. 

An independent test of antivirus software gave varying results. 
ClamXav, widely used, was not very effective. Avast, Avira or 
Bitdefender are. However, they issue many warnings triggered 
by attachments to spam email that you would delete anyway 
and since you are only unprotected for 1 – two weeks, there is 
a question as to whether they're worth it. If you want antivirus 
protection, Mike recommended the free version of Bitdefender 
because it is very effective and doesn’t slow down your Mac.


A study of how malware gets on your machine indicated that 
43% of malware comes from web drive-by attacks, i.e., you go 
to a web site and a hidden script is activated and downloads 
the malware onto your machine. Voluntary web downloads are 
38%. Email is only about 9% so you can see that the big 
problem is bad websites.


How to minimize attacks 

1. Be very careful with physical access to your machine. Be 
very cautious with either devices (e.g. USB drives, thunderbolt 
adaptors, etc.) or software which you did not buy. You have 
inherited the malware of everyone who has used the device or 
any Mac it was connected to. This particularly applies to 
devices used by children and grandchildren at their school or 
with a friend’s Mac. Mike recommended that you not buy 
computers from eBay because you don’t know about the 
person who previously owned the machine.


2. Use an Apple Airport router on your system. Most 
consumer routers, such as those from Comcast and Verizon are 
not that secure in contrast to Apple’s. You can use AirPort 
Express, although Airport Extreme is faster. You can also use 
Time Capsule. If you have a combination modem/router from 
an Internet Service Provider, plug the Airport router into it. 
Disable wireless networking on that router and activate it on the 
Airport. Connecting your Mac by an ethernet cable directly to 
the router is more secure then wireless. The hacker can’t get 
into a cable.


Mike suggests that you go into Airport Utility and change the 
Domain Name Server addresses to those of OpenDNS. 
OpenDNS tracks malicious websites and blocks them. When a 
site's authorized Domain Name Server is offline, OpenDNS 



uses its last valid address.  Deivy Petrescu commented that 
OpenDNS did not necessarily work well with Comcast, but is 
very valuable for Verizon customers. Mike also recommended 
installing and using DNSCrypt which encrypts traffic to  and 
from Domain Name Servers. It ensures you are communicating 
with authorized Domain Name Servers and that the numerical 
addresses sent back to your Mac haven’t been modified in 
transit. 


3. Use a dedicated administrator account. If the account you 
usually use on your Mac is an administrator account, change it 
to a standard account so that even if a hacker gains control of 
your account they can’t install software, change system-wide 
settings or enable your Mac's root (superuser) account. Go to 
System Preferences – User & Groups to make the change. Do 
not use “admin or “administrator” or a person’s name as the 
account name. Set a long   password, comprised of 3-4 
unrelated words. Don’t use colors.


4. Install operating system updates as soon as possible, 
except perhaps for major operating system changes. When 
patches are announced, the hackers know how to attack 
unpatched Macs and that's why you want to update 
immediately. 10.10.3 patched the FREAK vulnerability. 10.10.2 
patched the Thunderstrike vulnerability. New versions of the 
operating system are more secure than older versions.


Ben Romney said he only applies the security updates quickly. 
Mike noted security patches are often bundled with other 
changes. Ben checks Apple support and other sites to see if 
there are problems with updates. The new Apple programming 
language, Swift, checks new code for many problems. Your 
choice is between the Apple experts and the hackers, whether 
they’re from the Ukraine or elsewhere. Mike prefers to put his 
money on the Apple guys and update quickly.


5. Before you buy an app, read reviews. Apps are a way into 
your computer. Also, if you don’t use an app, uninstall it. Keep 
your apps updated and only update from a window that came 
within the app.


When downloading apps, you have to be concerned about 
man-in-the-middle attacks. A hacker inserts himself between 
you and the download site so you install malware instead of a 
clean version of the app. Use https. http is an insecure 
protocol. In order of security, he would buy software from the 
Mac App Store, a developer website with https, a reliable 
retailer website with https (such as Amazon, New Egg or 
MacMall), and lastly, a developer website with http. He would 
never install a pirated application.


6. Use Passwords. Passwords of less than eight characters 
very easy to break. Hackers have gotten very sophisticated. 
More than 20 million passwords have been posted to the web 
and  hackers have analyzed them to see users’ habits. One 
graphic processor can guess 2 billion passwords a second.


Mike strongly recommended that you use a password manager 
and do not use the same password for different sites. He also 
recommended that you use different user names for different 
sites to make it harder for hackers to steal your identity.


The simplest solution is to keep your passwords on paper. One 
way is to buy a paper address book and enter the passwords in 
it. The problem is that the book can be stolen or lost and it 
doesn’t help pick a good password. A better solution is to get a 
computer password manager. You only have to remember four 
passwords - your Mac login password, the Mac administrator 
password, the password manager master password, and the 
Apple ID password. They should be strong. Keychain Access 



comes free with the Mac. There is also iCloud Keychain which 
can be shared with the iPhone or iPad. However, the interface 
is difficult and you often end up with duplicate entries. What is 
worse is that the iOS version is not password-protected.


Mike prefers 1Password which requires a one-time purchase of 
about $50 for Mac and then $10 for iDevices. The premium 
version of Dashlane requires an annual subscription payment of 
about $20.


Mike recommended that passwords be at least 20 characters. 
Treat your answers to security questions as another password, 
which is to say they should be long and never use the right 
answer. Close out accounts you no longer use. Use two-factor 
authentication whenever it is offered.


7. Have a Browser strategy. Mike recommended using three 
different browsers for different purposes. Use Firefox for 
ordinary purposes and do not enable Java or Flash. Use 
Chrome when you need Flash. Chrome has Flash built in so you 
don’t have to download it to your computer. Use Safari only for 
monetary transactions or sensitive data such as medical or tax 
data. Do not use Safari for searching. If you have Flash 
installed, uninstall it. He also highly recommends three Firefox 
extensions - NoScript Security Suite, Web of Trust, and HTTPS 
Everywhere.


8. Use a virtual private network, especially when you're on a 
public network (e.g. Starbucks, a library or hotel). Private 
Internet Access is highly rated and offers inexpensive monthly 
or yearly subscriptions. Private Tunnel is free up to 500 MB and 
has reasonable prices according to the amount of data used.


Conclusion. Mike’s presentation was very impressive and I 
recommend that everyone go to the MLMUG website, 

download his presentation, and then take a number of 
corrective actions. I know that I certainly will do so.


After a number of items were raffled off, the meeting ended at 
noon.


Mark Bazrod

Secretary


